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Abstract—Big Data is colloquially described in terms of the
three Vs: Volume, Velocity, and Variety. Volume and velocity
receive a disproportionate amount of research attention, however,
variety is frequently cited by practitioners as the Big Data
problem that “keeps them up at night” — the problem that
resists direct attacks in terms of new algorithms, systems, and
approaches. We find that the cloud-based data management
platform attracts higher variety workloads, therefore motivating
a new classes of High Variety Database Management Systems
(HVDBMS). This work provides an operational model of variety
emphasizing the complexity of user intent as well as the complexity
of the data itself. The proposed model captures intuitive notions
of variety that are distinct from, and broader than, conventional
data integration challenges, establishes criteria for a “High
Variety benchmark” that can be used to evaluate competing
systems, and motivates new research directions in the design of
HVDBMS.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

In 2001, Doug Laney characterized Big Data in terms of
challenges associated with volume, velocity, and variety [24].
Since that time, challenges associated with volume and velocity
have received disproportionate attention from the research
community, in part due to the ease with which these challenges
can be translated into system requirements and quantitative
experiments: just measure the runtime, parallel efficiency, and
fault tolerance in response to increasing the number of bytes of
input (volume), the number of bytes of input available per unit
time (velocity), or both. The translation of challenges related
to variety into a coherent systems research agenda, however,
has not been as straightforward. Tasks associated with variety
are only discussed in colloquial terms; high variety seems to
require “munging,” “janitor work” [25] and “jujitsu” [29]. A
common theme is that high variety implies some combination
of diverse users, diverse datasets, or diverse tasks, but a more
detailed treatment is not available.
This immaturity in our understanding is concerning: there is
evidence that variety, rather than volume or velocity, dominates
costs in practice. In an interview study in 2014, Kandel
et al. showed that data integration is a critical obstacle in the
enterprise and that existing tools do not scale to accommodate
the diversity of data [19]. In earlier work, Kandel et al.
argued that data variety causes analysts to spend a significant
amount of time manipulating data and assessing its quality [18].
Stonebraker et al. identified variety as the bottleneck to practical
data science activities and introduced a new data curation
system [33] to partially address the problem.
Cloud-based multi-tenant data management and sharing
services such as Fusion Tables [13], DataHub [4], or SQLShare
[17] provide a natural platform for high-variety data: Users can
upload data with varying degrees of structure and make use
of general services for discovery, querying, sharing, version

control, and more. The utility of these services tends to increase
with the number of users, datasets, and applications the system
attracts. Query recommendation [22], dataset discovery [27],
structure inference [18] and visualization recommendation [36],
[28], [21] services are more effective when the models that
power them can be trained on a large and diverse corpus.
Scheduling and resource allocation algorithms (e.g., [23]) have
more flexibiity when there is a large and diverse queue of
queries and jobs from which to draw. Sharing and collaboration
features [17], [4] become more useful through network effects
when there is a critical mass of users. These systems rely on
diversity in the users, datasets, and workloads rather than just
tolerate it; they are perhaps nascent examples of what Taleb
calls anti-fragile systems [34].
Describing a model that captures the benefits these systems
offer in terms of productivity is a goal of this paper. Variety is
often described in terms of its “non-relationalness,” ignoring
the complexity we see even within rows-and-columns data.
But many cloud-based data sharing systems are “just a bunch
of tables” (JBOT) environments1 — relational databases with
no pre-engineered schema, weak typing (e.g., numeric data
represented as strings), non-semantic or missing column names,
sentinel string values such as “N/A” to indicate missing data,
duplicate rows, and sometimes even significant structural errors
such as rows shifted to the right by one or more columns.
There are no explicit relationships between tables, and logical
entities are scattered across many semi-redundant tables. We
refer to this data as “weakly structured” to distinguish it from
“unstructured” or “semi-structured.” Weakly structured datasets
are quite common, emerging from ad hoc analysis sessions,
automatic extractions from semi-structured sources, or multitenant use of a shared database by non-experts. These scenarios
represent a very common form of high variety, but one that
is largely ignored by systems that focus on graphs, text, or
key-value data.
A number of features have been proposed to assist with
weakly structured data. These features fall roughly into one of
four categories:
• Structure inference features address variety by partially
automating the wrapping, scraping, and parsing steps
required to bring data into a managed environment with
a common data model. Wrangler [18], Open Refine [1],
and Tamr [33] are recent examples of this approach, and
the large body of work on wrapper induction (e.g., [7]) is
relevant as well.
• Schema-on-read features (including aspects of MapReduce,
most NoSQL systems, and various document- and objectcentric databases) purport to address variety by eliminating
1 In

reference to JBOD — just a bunch of disks

the need to pre-define a schema before ingesting data, instead requiring programmers to apply schema information
implicitly in the code that manipulates the data.
• Pay-as-you-go features help address variety by allowing
users to postpone decisions about structure, relationships,
or semantics until after the data is loaded. Franklin,
Halevy, and Maier adopted this view as part of their
dataspace concept [11]. These systems may use relations,
graphs, attribute-values, or objects as the underlying data
model. Google Fusion Tables [13], Freebase [5], SQLShare
are examples of systems that encourage users to define
relationships, views, types, constraints, and metadata as a
side effect of use rather than pre-defined prior to ingest.
• Data integration features apply schema-matching and
schema-mapping techniques to assist an analyst in identifying relationships between schemas and generating code
to exchange data. The literature in data integration is vast,
but OpenII [32] is a representative open source library.
• Recommendation features use interaction logs and heuristics to simplify query authoring [22] or aplication assembly [36], [28], [21].
What these features and systems have in common is that they
attempt to balance a trade-off among setup costs (e.g., designing
a schema and ingesting data), software development costs
(writing scripts and queries to answer a question), manual effort
(e.g., issuing commands or manipulating a GUI to move data
from one system to another or execute a query), and execution
costs (computational resources required to run the scripts and
compute the answer). These costs motivate a quantitative model
of variety; defining and evaluating such a model is the subject
of this paper.
Our aim in this paper is to describe a model for high-variety
data management systems (HVDMS) by analyzing data and
workloads from three different systems representing a spectrum
of intuitive notions of variety: a scientific database, a multitenant data sharing service called SQLShare, and a conventional
enterprise RDBMS schema as a low-variety control. Our
intuition about high variety in a relational setting comes from
studying multi year user written queries on SQLShare [17]. We
believe that the SQLShare workload is one of the only publicly
available high variety workload. Our central observation is that
high variety is as much a function of user intent as the data
itself. Consider the data on your personal laptop: Certainly
many different formats, usage scenarios, and semantics are
represented. But few if any of your tasks require accessing, let
alone integrating, all of these datasets to answer a particular
question. If one never needs to write a program to manipulate
all the data, its ostensible variety is irrelevant, and new data
management features are not necessarily warranted.
Building on this intuition, we assume users are data
scientists who are provided a corpus of data and one or more
questions to answer. Under these assumptions, we can compare
solutions in terms of the effort required to answer the given
questions over the given corpus. Effort can be modeled in
various ways: the sum of development time and execution time,
lines of code, cyclomatic complexity, etc. We will make this
model precise in §III and show how to use the model in practice
in §IV.
One might argue that this model is too general to be useful.
After all, measuring programmer productivity and designing

tools and languages to maximize these measures has been
the central goal of the software engineering community (and
arguably all of computer science) for decades. But what
has changed in the last five years is that the focus has
shifted from software engineering (with a goal of producing
a long-term solution) to one of ad-hoc data analysis (without
necessarily assuming the solution will be reused in the future).
Code produced to answer a Big Data question will not
necessarily never be used again; it is retained for provenance,
documentation, and reproducibility purposes only, if at all. As
data volumes and complexity increase, data analysis tasks that
were perhaps once simple manual operations (in, say, Microsoft
Excel) or short scripts (in, say, Stata [3]) become significant
engineering challenges involving scripts to scrape data from
the web, queries to extract data from databases, MapReduce
jobs to process unstructured data, and more.
Minimizing the effort required to answer a data science
question, and ensuring that this effort scales sub-linearly as
new data and new questions are presented to the system, is
the fundamental design goal for high-variety data management
systems. In this paper, we make the following contributions:
• We present an operational model of variety and show that
it captures common intuitions.
• We instantiate this model to compare three relational
workloads: an intuitively low-variety enterprise RDBMS
scenario, an intuitively high-variety scientific database,
and an intuitively high-variety web-based data sharing
system with no central schema.
• We propose and evaluate a set of new metrics for
quantifying the complexity of a relational workload and
schema.
• We use these results to inform a set of requirements for
high-variety data management systems, and consider how
they apply to some existing cloud-based JBOT services.
We intend for the model we propose to be used to quantify
variety problems and compare competing solutions. To make
the model concrete, we show how to implement it to compare
relational database applications. In a relational context, we
consider various ways of measuring the complexity of the data
and query workload, show how these metrics relate to effort,
and use the results to derive a set of requirements for systems
purporting to manage variety.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Previous definitions of Variety fall under one of the
following patterns:
• High variety means anything non-relational [8], [37].
• High variety means relational data integration [1], [18],
[19].
• High variety means anything poorly supported by existing
tools [26].
Laney defined high variety as indicating a “variety of
incompatible formats, non-aligned data structures and inconsistent semantics”[24]; this description still seems apt today.
Daveport et al. described variety as unstructured data from
multiple sources[8]. Zikopoulos et al. also emphasize varied
sources — logfiles, sensors, email, documents, videos that
does not lend itself to processing with conventional tools [37].

Madden describes Big Data as being “too big, too fast or
too hard for existing tools to process”[26], which correctly
evokes the effort involved in working with the data. However,
the tools are the actors in this definition rather than the
user, ignoring the programmer’s effort as a component of the
problem. For example, weakly structured relational data might
be considered trivial by this definition since an RDBMS is a
viable solution. Further, this definition is no help in comparing
and contrasting particular tools — once a tool can “process”
the data, the data ceases to be “big” by definition! Structure
extraction tools cast the variety problem as one of parsing
complex formats to produce (weakly) structured data for further
processing. OpenRefine[1] and Wrangler[18] are examples of
this approach. These tools offer no support for working with
multiple datasets or managing complexity once the parsing step
has been completed, which has been shown to be a dominant
cost [19]. Classical data integration techniques are related
to high variety. The central goal of these approaches is to
derive a mediated schema from two or more source schemas,
allowing all source data to be queried uniformly[9]. Tools and
algorithms in this area induce relationships between database
elements (tables, columns, rows) and use these relationships
to rewrite queries or restructure data. Despite a long history
of research (and a detour through XML in the early part
of this century), these techniques do not seem to be widely
used by analysts today, in part because of the assumptions
that the input schemas are carefully engineered, information
carrying structures on which the algorithms can gain purchase.
Dataspaces [11] represented an attempt to capture important
aspects of the high variety problem, but focused heavily on
enterprise settings and managed environments rather than the ad
hoc, one-off analysis that characterizes data science activities
we see in practice. In contrast to existing definitions, we define
high variety in terms of the effort required to answer a set
of questions. Using effort as a guide, we reason about tools,
environments, and solutions in terms of how much they reduce
this effort. User intent is therefore a factor in deciding variety.
We will make this definition precise in the next section.
III.

M ODELING VARIETY

We have argued that existing definitions of variety are too
informal to use to evaluate and compare systems, approaches,
or applications. We propose a simple operational effort-oriented
model intended to be general enough to capture the diversity
of natural application scenarios, but that can be instantiated in
specific scenarios to provide a quantitative basis of comparison.
We consider four sources of effort in undertaking a data
science problem: 1) the human effort to understand the relevant
data sources, 2) the human effort to write code to extract,
integrate, analyze the data, 3) the human effort to perform
any manual tasks required (e.g., opening files, loading data,
copying and pasting values), and 4) the computational effort
to execute the code. The overall effort (usually interpreted as
time) to solve the problem is the sum of these four sources. The
effort is dependent on the information content of the metadata
(schema, catalog, or other organization of data sources, if one
exists) S, the information content of the data described by
the metadata D, and the information content of the set of
tasks T the users wish to accomplish. The metadata S may
be one or more relational schemas, the directory structures
and file formats holding a set of files, a list of relevant web

resources, some combination of these, or any other information
one must understand to access the data. The complexity of these
inputs drive the effort required to solve the problem. Different
data manipulation environments (SQL + RDBMS, R + files,
Tableau + Spreadsheets, etc.) are associated with different effort
functions over S, D, and T . It is worth noting that the human
effort is subjective and will vary based on programming skills,
however, we are trying to capture the minimum possible effort
required by any user. For coding tasks, effort is a function of
time required to code and number of lines of code.
We propose a Variety Coefficient V with respect to an
environment Env as
VEnv (D, S, T ) = Ωcatalog (S) + Ωcode (S, T )+
Ωmanual (D, S, T ) + Ωexecution (D, T )

(1)

where Ωcatalog (S) is the effort to comprehend the catalog,
Ωcode (S, T ) is the effort to write the code, Ωmanual (D, S, T ) is
the effort to perform any manual work, and Ωexecution (D, T ) is
the effort to run the code. Together, the sum of these dimensions
determines V .
Different programming environments lead to different effort
functions. Consider the following simple examples:
• An intern is given a CSV file containing all orders from
2014 and is asked to predict the revenue from large orders
next month. The intern opens the data as a spreadsheet,
manually copies all rows for large orders to a new sheet,
writes a formula to extract the month from the order date,
then uses a pivot table to compute the average revenue
by month from large orders.2 Finally, the intern takes
the average of the prior months as a prediction for next
month. The effort to browse the catalog was low; it could
be modeled as the number of columns in the dataset. The
effort to write “code” was also low — just a couple of
formulas. The manual effort required is potentially high,
in some cases scaling linearly with the number of rows.
The execution effort — modeled as wall-clock time — is
essentially zero in this example.
• A statistician is given the same task. She writes a script
in R to process the data and build a simple regression
model that considers seasonalities. The effort to browse
the catalog is the same. The effort to write the code is
relatively high. The manual effort is close to zero — just
opening R. The execution effort depends on the size of
the data, but turns out to be significant in this case.
• The company is acquired. The data sciences team is asked
to repeat the analysis after combining the original data
with a new database with two orders of magnitude more
orders stored in a data warehouse. The task is given to a
database administrator, who loads the original spreadsheet
into a temporary table and writes a series of SQL queries
to compute the result. The effort to browse the catalog
is high — the warehouse schema is complex. The effort
to write the necessary queries is on par with the efforts
to write the original scripts, but the queries now scale to
data volumes that would overwhelm the original R script.
2 Not all of these steps are required, but this path represents a typical nonexpert’s approach.

The manual effort includes the time to create a temporary
table, parse and clean the spreadsheet, and ingest the data
— perhaps an hour. The execution time is low — the
database is well-engineered.
We want to use the model to reason about the trade-offs
in these scenarios: Is the effort to write the R script more
than the effort to process the data manually in Excel? The
answer depends on how we instantiate the model with concrete
effort functions. For example, the effort function Ωcode could
be derived in at least three ways:
• We might monitor data scientists to directly measure time
per task.
• We might infer sessions from the query log, and use the
timestamps to estimate development time [22].
• We might estimate effort by the number of lines of code,
the cyclomatic complexity, or other proxy metrics.
In this paper, we consider the use of proxy metrics to
estimate effort. Just as optimizers estimate execution cost from
statistics, we estimate effort costs using analogous statistics.
A. Applying the Model
In this section, we explain this model with the help of four
illustrative examples and show how they affect the different
components of the Variety Coefficient V . For each example,
we give an example of instantiating the model with specific
effort estimates, illustrating how the model might be used in
practice.
The first example considers a user with a relational database
(with a well engineered schema) who wants to know the average
revenue by month. In the second example a data analyst has two
files with 1K rows each in Microsoft Excel files. To complete
one task the data analyst has to join the two files, create a new
column as the sum of two columns and plot the results. The
third example is that of SQLShare[17], an ad-hoc schemaless
multi-tenant data sharing platform, with a cloud setup with 95
existing datasets and 5 datasets the data analyst has to upload.
Based on 10 datasets (5 existing, 5 new), she has to write
queries for 10 distinct questions collected from her managers.
The last example assumes the same tasks from the third example
but considers an analyst who does not have access to a database
and writes scripts instead. In these examples, we assume effort
is interpreted as development time. ωcatalog , ωcode , ωmanual &
ωexecution are the instantiated values of Ωcatalog (S), Ωcode (S, T ),
Ωmanual (D, S, T ) & Ωexecution (D, T ) respectively.
a) Relational DBMS: Ωcatalog is a function of the schema
S. In the context of an RDBMS, ωcatalog is the effort required
to browse and internalize the schema in order to write a query.
We can estimate this effort by considering the size of the
schema — a large schema takes longer to understand than a
small schema. Ωcode is a function of the schema S and the
question T and measures the time required to write and debug
the query to calculate the average revenue per month. The more
complex the query, the longer it takes to write. The complexity
of a query might be estimated by its length, the number
of operators used in a query, or the number of tables used.
We will consider various definitions of query complexity in
§IV. The query may be select month, avg(revenue)
from revenues group by month. The manual effort
Ωmanual , here only opening the interactive console to access

the database, is negligible. Also note that the manual effort is
constant; it does not depend on D, S or T . The execution time
Ωexecution depends on the data D and the query T and might
be estimated as the product of the average execution time and
the expected number of executions required during debugging.
b) Excel: In the second example, Excel, ωcatalog is the
time to understand the structure of the two files. ωcode is the
effort of writing the formula to sum two columns, which is
negligible. The largest impact on the Variety Coefficient V in
this example is ωmanual since Excel does not support joins and
the data analyst has to manually move rows. ωmanual depends on
|D| which we assume is 1000. We might empirically determine
the amount of time an analyst spends inspecting each row and
multiply that by 1000. ωexecution is negligible in this case but
Excel is generally considered slow compared to databases or
scripts.
c) SQLShare: Similar to the RDBMS example, ωcatalog
and ωcode are the time needed to internalize the schema and
the time required to write a query. In this case, the schema is
potentially larger, but the cost is perhaps mitigated by keyword
search and schema browsing support provided by SQLShare.
Since the data analyst writes 10 queries, ωcode is proportional
to the number of queries |T |. The manual effort for SQLShare
ωcode is uploading the 5 datasets. Ωexecution is the runtime of
each query, times the iterations user takes to get it right.
d) Script: ωcatalog is the effort to understand the files.
Ωcode again scales with |T | but the effort per task is much
higher than writing a query in SQLShare. ωmanual is the effort
of setting up the environment to write custom scripts, which
varies depending on the environment. The runtime, Ωexecution ,
compared to a database system will depend on the how much
the database can use indexes and other optimizations that are
hard to write in scripts. For scripts multiple iterations are
needed to get the code right, which increases the ωcode and
ωexecution . Although the workloads and datasets chosen in each
example were different, the model provides a way of reasoning
uniformly about the costs of data management. This allows us
to reason about overall complexities of each system to complete
a set of tasks from a user perspective. We summarize these
examples in Table I. These examples show ways in which one
could measure or estimate the effort to develop a more precise
model of variety.
Example
RDBMS
Excel
SQLShare
Script
Fusion Tables
DataHub
Tableau Public
Wrangler

Setup
high
none
low
none
none
low
none
none

ωcatalog
medium
high
medium
high
medium
low
medium
medium

ωcode
medium
very low
high
very high
very low
very high
none
very high

ωmanual
very low
very high
very low
very low
high
medium
high
low

ωexecution
low
very high
medium
high
high
medium
medium
medium

TABLE I: Comparison of variety dimensions for various
application scenarios.
Also note that with growing data size D, Ωmanual only
increases for Excel. More tasks T affect Ωcode for all examples
except for Excel (which has increased Ωmanual ) but for the
RDBMS and SQLShare the effort for each new task is much
lower.

IV.

A NALYZING VARIETY IN R ELATIONAL W ORKLOADS

In §III, we described an abstract model for measuring high
variety, but did not instantiate the functions of the variety
dimensions Ωcatalog , Ωcode , Ωmanual , and Ωexecution are. In many
contexts, it is appropriate to estimate these effort functions in
terms of proxy metrics derived from existing workloads. In this
section, we consider several candidate proxy metrics and show
what they reveal about relevant workloads. We focus on weakly
structured relational workloads to simplify comparison between
different applications and to focus on semantic rather than
structural variety. In an accompanying work [17], we provide
algorithms to calculate these proxy metrics. We start with
proxies for Ωcatalog in §IV-A and proxies for Ωcode & Ωmanual
in §IV-B. We summarize these proxy metrics in Table II.
A. Estimating Catalog Complexity
The first few proxy metrics we consider can be used
to estimate Ωcatalog , which models the effort necessary to
understand the schema or catalog of the data.
a) Number of Tables: Perhaps the simplest estimate for
schema complexity is the number of tables. A larger number of
relations increases the number of possible queries and increases
the size of the schema. Moreover, it increases the effort required
for a user to discover relevant datasets, interpret their structure,
and write an appropriate query. Enterprise schemas can become
complex, but are relatively small and exhibit explicit, welldefined relationships. Query clients support limited search and
discovery features for tables, revealing an assumption that the
typical size of schemas is small, and that all tables can be
inspected directly. A high variety data management system
must lift table discovery up as a first-class feature, as does
Google Fusion Tables and similar JBOT systems.
b) Number of Columns: The number of tables ignores
the complexity of the tables themselves; a simple extension
is to measure the complexity of the schema as the number of
columns. For this proxy it is more interesting to look at the
maximum and mean of the number of columns rather than the
total number of columns in all tables (the dimensionality of
the whole database).
c) Other Ωcatalog Proxies: Other proxies that capture
Ωcatalog are the data types used by the databases and other
structural data definitions such as foreign keys and triggers.
A naive way to capture the overall complexity of the schema
is to look at the size of the schema definitions in SQL. This
method however, only works for our examples because they
are all based on SQLServer and thus share a data definition
language (DDL). As before, these numbers may be misleading
if the schema has a lot of repetitions.

1) Number of Tasks: The number of tasks is the first defining
factor of workload complexity. Number of unique tasks is
directly proportional to Ωcode and Ωexecution . While the number
of repetitive tasks affect Ωexecution alone.
a) Number of Queries: The most straightforward way
to count the number of tasks for the three workloads is to count
the number of queries. The total number of distinct queries
is proportional to Ωcode , as distinct queries suggest more code
required to get the task done.
b) Number of Query Plan Templates: Queries with the
same Structure: Removing duplicate queries by the query
string will still keep very similar queries like in TPC-H where
only parameters change. Instead of using a string similarity
metric, we use the query plan template, a representation of
the structure of a query to remove duplicates. In addition to
the tables and columns accessed by each operator we keep the
parameters for each operator but replace all constants with the
same value. A high absolute number of unique queries and
Queries
a high ( Unique
Total Queries ) ratio are measures of high diversity of
queries in a workload and contribute to Ωcode .
2) Query Complexity: The second factor that contributes to
workload complexity and thus Ωcode is the complexity of the
individual queries. There is no consensus on how to measure
query complexity so the following proxy metrics are an attempt
to capture different facets of query complexity. We look at
complexity from a user and a system perspective.
a) Query String Length: The simplest measure of
complexity from both the user and system perspective is the
length of the query string. The longer the query the more a
user has to write and read. Longer queries usually also have
more diverse operations and complexity for the system.
b) Runtime: While the length of a query mainly increases the complexity for a user, the runtime of a query
could be considered a suitable indicator of complexity from
the systems perspective. The Variety Coefficient model has a
dedicated factor Ωexecution since runtime is also an indicator
for the first Big Data V, Volume. We argue that runtime can
be very misleading when evaluating variety since it mostly
scales with the amount of data. Consequently, runtime does
not independently hint at variety.

B. Workload Complexity

c) Number of Operators: To capture the complexity of
a query for the system more accurately, we look at the number
of operations in the execution plan. More operations mean
more steps of computation which increases the complexity of
scheduling of data flow for the system. A better metric to
capture this case is to look at the diversity of operators and
count the number of unique operators per query. A combination
of both the number of operations and the number of distinct
operations intuitively captures complexity better than either of
the two metric.

In this section, we look at two sets of proxies that are
describing the complexity of the query workload. The first set
is the number of tasks and the second is the query complexity.
The product of those two factors is the workload complexity.
The workload complexity defines the effort that contributes
to Ωcode . However, if some actions required by the workload
are not well supported and require manual work, Ωmanual is
affected as well.

d) Diversity of Operators: In the previous paragraph,
we looked at the number of distinct operators for each query.
The next question one might ask is what type of the operators
are present in the workload as a whole. This metric contributes
to the workload complexity as a whole (and thus Ωcode ) which
is primarily of interest to system developers. This metric also
contributes to Ωmanual and Ωcode . If an operator is not supported,
the user will have to either use an alternative approach with

Metric
# of Tables & Columns
# of Queries, Distinct Queries & Distinct Templates
Query Length & Runtime
No. of operators & distinct operators
Types of operators & expressions
Table & Column Touch
Reuse Potential
Table Coverage

Variety Dimension
Ωcatalog
Ωcode

Impact
Higher values could hint at higher variety, but we need to factor in the effect of compression.
Queries
Templates
Lower values of the ratios of # of #Distinct
& # of Distinct
suggests lower variety.
of Queries
# of Queries

Ωcode , Ωexecution
Ωcode
Ωcode & Ωmanual
Ωcode
Ωcode and Ωexecution
Ωcatalog and Ωcode

Simple measures, could hint at potential high Ωcode
Better estimator of query complexity, higher values suggest high Ωcode
Higher values imply higher Ωcode but lack of a certain operator suggests very high Ωmanual
Higher values increase variety.
Suggests how diverse the queries are, less reuse potential is more diversity and Ωcode and Ωexecution
Steep curve in the graph hints at lower variety

TABLE II: Summary of how proxy-metrics contribute to variety dimensions.

different operators (Ωcode ) or manually do the work outside
the system (Ωmanual ) (e.g. Microsoft Excel does not support
joins). An operation that is not supported at all increases
the effort for Ωmanual to infinity. Manually executing a join
contributes to Ωmanual and is directly proportional to the size of
the data. Another reason for looking at the type of operators in a
workload is that different operators have different complexities.
Hence, they require different amount of effort both from a
user perspective (understanding and writing queries) and from
a systems perspective. Query optimizers already provide cost
measurement for different operators, hence we will not focus
finding alternate metrics which look at this from a systems
perspective. Instead, we want to motivate that, from a user’s
perspective, different operators contribute differently to Ωcode .
Also, different operators have different complexities in terms
of effort required from user to write them.
e) Diversity of Expressions: In the previous paragraph
we stated that users have more difficulty writing some operators
than others. However, the complexity is also affected by
the parameters of the operator. Scalar computation is a very
common operator and the most common operator in SDSS.
Similarly, aggregation is (after scan) the most common operator
in SQLServer. The scalar operator and aggregate operator use
expressions to further specify the operation or aggregation. In
this section, we investigate what expression operators are used
in scalar expressions and aggregates.
f) Table Touch: Number of Tables Referenced per Query:
Another proxy measure of complexity, related to schema
complexity, is a metric we call table touch. It is defined as
how many distinct tables are “touched” by a query. A query
that uses more tables puts more cognitive load on a user and
adds execution complexity which contributes to Ωcode .
g) Column Touch: Number of Columns Referenced per
Query: Along the lines of the table touch, column touch is
the number of columns in a query measured as the number of
unique column used by the leaf operators in the execution plan.
Similarly to the dimensionality of the database in §IV-A this
metric describes the dimensionality of a query. Ωcode scales
with column touch. Science workloads have a) non-experts
and experts writing queries, b) unanticipated queries, and c)
implicit joins amongst a lot of tables.
3) Reuse Potential: Reducing Runtime: In §IV-B2 runtime
is a measure of complexity of a query that a system needs to
handle. The runtime however can be reduced and thus affect
Ωexecution less if we consider the workload as a whole rather
than each query individually. Roy et al. show experiments
in which 30% to 80% (depending on the workload) of
the execution time can be saved by aggressively caching

intermediate results[31]. Query optimization in the presence of
cached results and materialized views is beyond the scope of
this paper. Nonetheless, we implemented a simple algorithm to
calculate reuse of query results that matches subtrees of query
execution plans. While iterating over the queries, all subtrees are
matched against all subtrees from previous queries. We allow a
subtree that we match against to have less selective filters (filters
are a subset) and more columns for the same tables (columns is
a superset). If we find that we have seen the same subtree before,
we add the cost of the subtree as estimated by the SQLServer
optimizer to the saved runtime. Consequently, a precomputed
intermediate result does not cost us anything when being reused.
Although this algorithm does not accurately model the actual
execution time, we use it to estimate how diverse queries are.
The algorithm can underestimate the potential for reuse since
the matching misses cases when a rewriting would be needed.
It could overestimate since we assume infinite memory as well
as no cost for using a previously computed result.
a) Table Coverage: Proportion of Tables Referenced in
the Workload: In this section, we explore the relationship
between metrics of the workload and the database. Table
coverage is the cumulative number of “seen” tables, ordered
chronologically by query. This metric expresses how often a
new task requires new data. This metric covers Ωcatalog and
Ωcode on the two axis of the plot. In a low variety system we
expect the curve to be steep in the beginning since the first
few queries access all or a majority of the available relations.
C. Example Application Scenarios
a) TPC-H: TPC-H[6] is a standardized decision-support
benchmark consisting of analytical queries. The database
schema is fixed and there are only 22 query templates designed
to reflect typical retail analytic scenarios. These templates can
be populated with varying values for the parameters to generate
families of related queries. As a result, there is limited variety
in either the structure of the data or the queries and thus low
values contributing to Ωcatalog and Ωcode . We consider TPCH
representative of a typical enterprise workload, and in our
analysis it represents a low-variety control.
b) Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS): The SkyServer
project of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey[20] (SDSS) is a redshift
and infrared spectroscopy survey of galaxies, quasars, and stars.
It led to the most detailed three-dimensional map of the universe
ever created at the time. The survey consists of multiple data
releases (10 to date), which represent different projects and
different stages of processing refinement. SDSS represents one
of the few publicly available query workloads from a live SQL
database supporting both ad-hoc hand-authored queries as well

as queries generated from a point-and-click GUI. The data
collected for each data release are publicly available through
the SkyServer interface[2]. The schema of the SDSS database
was carefully engineered and includes significant use of UDFs
and views. SDSS could be considered low-variety due to its
reliance on an engineered schema, but the complex workload
and table-valued UDFs are atypical for conventional databases
and representing an important aspect of variety, as we will say.
Intuitively, SDSS would exhibit low values of Ωcatalog but high
values of Ωcode and Ωexecution due to query complexity.
c) SQLShare: SQLShare[17] is a database-as-a-service
system targeting scientists and engineers. Users can upload
datasets, write queries across any datasets in the system, and
share the results as views. The goal is to reduce the overhead
in using relational databases in ad-hoc analytics scenarios:
installation, configuration, schema design, tuning, and data
ingestion. By uploading a dataset, users extend the schema of
the database. If they choose to share the new dataset, others
can use it and combine it with their own datasets. Queries can
be submitted through a web interface, allowing collaborative
query authoring and avoiding any software installation. The
SQLShare interface facilitates and encourages the aggressive
use of views. Users frequently create deeply nested hierarchies
of views to break down complex problems, clean and share
intermediate datasets, and share provenance. SQLShare has
been deployed in a number of scientific contexts without any
explicit SQL training. The use of SQLShare in ad-hoc analytic
contexts suggests that it should exhibit higher variety than
enterprise RDBMS applications. Specifically, we anticipate that
for all dimensions except Ωmanual the proposed proxy metrics
will exhibit high values.
V.

C ASE S TUDY: SQLS HARE

§III and §IV talked about the factors which help quantify
variety. We can use these features to inform design decisions
about new database management systems. Recall that variety
can be modeled as the sum of the four ‘omegas’. A system
designed to lower some or all of the ‘omegas’ can help tackle
high variety. As a case study we talk about why a databaseas-a-service platform like SQLShare is better suited to handle
relational high variety than other systems. And what additional
features can be added to SQLShare to improve it further.
Table III shows a summary of SQLShare features and how they
affect each of the Ωs. Further details about SQLShare features
can found in our companion paper[17]. We believe that success
of SQLShare so far can be attributed to how it reduces Ωcatalog
and Ωmanual by allowing for relaxed schemas, first class views
and collaborative sharing. There are two point to note about
how SQLShare deals with Ωcode . First, SQLShare supports full
SQL: This reduces the complexity of code to users being able to
express them in SQL. While it true that its not always possible
to express complex tasks in SQL, given the nature of datasets
(just a bunch of tables) SQL becomes the goto language. In
our experience, scientists with little to no background in SQL
picked it up in no time [15], [16]. Second, SQLShare can
lower Ωcode further by incorporating more features in the like
‘query recommendation’ and ‘query auto completion’. Ωexecution
is something SQLShare could arguably do better in the future.
One possible way to achieve lower Ωexecution is to switch its
backend to faster systems like Myria[14], or a federation of
multiple database systems as demonstrated in BigDAWG[10].

TABLE III: Summary of SQLShare features.
Feature
Database as a
Cloud Service
Relaxed
schemas
First-class
views
User-controlled
permissions
Full SQL

VI.

Requirement
Diverse users

Ω lowered
Ωcatalog , Ωmanual , Ωexecution

Weakly structured
data,
“One-pass”
workloads
Derived datasets

Ωcatalog , Ωmanual

Collaborative sharing

Ωmanual

Complex manipulation

Ωcode , Ωmanual , Ωexecution

Ωcode

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

In this paper we presented a simple operational model of
variety motivated by an empirical analysis of real systems and
workloads and based on the idea that variety is more a function
of user intent and user effort than of the data itself. We intend
this approach to be used to assist evaluation of candidate high
variety data management systems (which we believe will be
best served on the cloud), and as a call to arms for the research
community to focus on variety with the same level of attention
as simpler questions of direct performance — questions are
no longer really the bottleneck in practice. The abstract model
guides reasoning, but cannot be used quantitatively without
modeling the effort functions. We considered the information
content of relational query workloads, reasoning about the total
opportunity for reuse as a measure of complexity. We found
that these metrics confirmed intuition about the relative variety
of the systems we considered. Table II summarizes section §IV
with respect to the model described in section §III.
a) For Database Designers: There has been traditionally
a separation of concerns between parts of a system, which affect
the different Ω’s. Minimizing Ωcatalog has been a focus of the
database community, Ωcode of software engineers, Ωmanual of
HCI researchers, and Ωexecution of systems. Making specialized
query language support (or its equivalent there of) decreases
both Ωcode and Ωmanual . It is interesting to note how lack of
support for a particular operation in a system (while still having
the most optimized algorithms for the operations it does support)
can increase Ωmanual more than it decreases Ωcode . The variety
model in this paper suggests that a unification of these efforts
is required to address variety concerns.
b) For Data Scientists: We anticipate the model being
used to challenge vendors to specify their value proposition:
if you claim to address variety challenges, you can articulate
the effect on the effort for data scientists — do you reduce the
coding effort at the expense of manual effort? Do you improve
performance but increase the complexity of the schema?
Even for non-experts, this model can serve as a reference
point. It can be used as a basis for questions to systems and
database developers on how their system fares over the different
dimensions of the variety coefficient V .
c) Future work: We performed this initial workload
analysis as a step towards a quantitative high variety benchmark
based in part on the SQLShare[17] dataset. As a first step, we
needed a model of variety that would capture and confirm
intuition about different application scenarios in order to justify

the use of a particular scenario as exhibiting high Variety.
Previous efforts to develop benchmarks focus exclusively on
performance, i.e., Volume and Velocity [30], [35], [12], but
do not address the variety problems cited as the bottleneck
in practical contexts. In future work, we will continue to
develop the techniques to analyze and quantitatively measure the
variety of workloads, allowing a before and after measurement
with which to evaluate systems and algorithms. We are also
considering caching opportunities for repetitive workloads in
complex schema-free situations. It is also worthwhile to look
at better ways to measure Ωmanual , something this work mostly
ignored. We are also working on detailed analysis of the query
connect graphs which we believe will turn out to be a useful
way to represent the properties of data and workload combined,
and may provide an application “signature” that we can use to
cluster problems and recommend solutions. In particular, we
will explore using query connect graphs to generate random
high variety workloads as the basis for benchmarks. Our hope
is that this paper initiates a research agenda in high variety
systems and benchmarking.
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